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If you need to prune any of your hardwood trees, late winter is the best time for this task. Even fruit trees 
like apple, pear, and peach should be pruned during the dormant season, which is basically February through 
early April, and prior to spring bud swell. The worst time to prune hardwood trees is during or soon after 
their initial growth flush. Unfortunately, this is the same time of year when most people begin their 
landscape chores. A prune at this point is very stressful to the tree. 

Dormant pruning is done for several reasons: 

1. Fungi and insects are not active, and this eliminates the chance of disease and infestation. 

2. Pruning done before bud swell in early spring will maximize growth. 

3. It minimizes the chance of cold damage which is higher if pruning is done in early winter. 

4. The tree will go into a full season of active growth in which pruning wounds will close-up much quicker. 

5. There are no leaves, so it is much easier to see the tree structure. 

Like anything, there are exceptions. Crabapples, for example, tend to sucker profusely if pruned in the winter 
or early spring. As a result, species prone to suckering should be pruned in the summer.  

Things get trickier with ornamental flowering trees and shrubs. In these cases, the timing of pruning relates 
to the type of wood that develops flowers. In species where blooms occur on the current season’s growth 
(new wood), a dormant pruning is fine. Plants that bloom on wood from the previous season (old wood) 
should be pruned just after bloom. If you do a dormant pruning on these species, you will remove all the 
flower buds! Some examples of species that bloom on old wood are forsythia, viburnum, lilac, ninebark, 
mock orange, flowering cherry and plum, dogwood, crabapple, and hawthorn. Mountain ash also blooms on 
old wood, but if you prune it after bloom you will be removing the wood that produces those lovely clusters 
of orange berries! There are no good ‘rules of thumb’- if in doubt, check with your local Cooperative 
Extension. 

Back to hardwood trees- even when pruning during the dormant season, some tree species tend to ‘bleed’ 
or leak sap from the pruning wounds. This is common in birch, elm, honeylocust, and maple species. It will 
not negatively affect tree growth and it may even protect the wound.  

Of course, things happen and pruning may have to take place at the worst time of year. Keep in mind that 
dead, broken, or diseased branches should be removed and soon as they are discovered- do not wait until 
the optimum pruning period.  

When pruning hardwood trees it is important to make a correct pruning cut. Incorrect cuts will lead to poor 
healing, which can weaken and stress the tree or lead to decay. As per the diagram on the next page, do not 
make ‘flush’ or ‘stub’ cuts. 
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   Flush pruning cut      Stub pruning cut  (USDA) 

Instead identify the branch collar and the branch bark ridge on the limb you are about to remove and make 
your cut(s) as below: 

 (Deep Green Permaculture) 

Also, never remove more than ¼ of the living canopy of the tree. Continually step back and look at the tree 
from all sides to make sure you do not remove too much.  

If you plan to do anything beyond removing small branches that you can reach from the ground, call in a 
professional. Never prune a tree that is close to, or in contact with powerlines. The USDA has an excellent 
guide to tree pruning:  https://www.fs.usda.gov/naspf/publications/how-prune-trees-na-fr-01-95. 
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